Paris, February 4, 2014

10 rare, behind-the-scenes experiences focusing on French food,
dining and the art of living
In celebration of romance, WonderfulTime, is offering 10 rare and authentic
experiences focusing on fine food, entertaining Paris style, and the French art of
living.
Experiencing Paris to the depths of your heart
WonderfulTime visitors, alone or in very small groups, have the pleasure of spending
a few exceptional hours in the capable hands of our WonderfulTime Talents. Our
Talents are passionate connoisseurs and recognized experts in their fields who are
eager to share what they know and love with you, and to show you hidden facets of
Paris and French culture that you are unlikely ever to see.
Through WonderfulTime, visitors can have a luxurious lunch with Pierre-Yves, a food
critic and chef of the best bistro in Paris, or explore the mysteries of the French
baguette in the kitchen with Frédéric, a French Master Baker, or meet with Lionel, an
antique wine expert, in his 17th-century cellar, or even dine at a château with Torben
and Laurent.
Special moments, intimate exchanges that will stay with you forever
French and foreign clients have all told us that their WonderfulTime experiences
were memorable and magical.
Odile, who chose to explore the universe of culinary perfuming said, "It's an amazing
experience in which Michèle revisits and transcends the classics of French haute
cuisine in daring and creative ways. It was a unique and fun moment I'll never forget."
Peter, from Sydney adored the experience with Frédéric, the French Master Baker in
his bakery "Great experience! Frederic and his team gave us a genuine, real-life
insight into how a master French baker works his magic. It's amazing how much
pride and passion Frederic puts into his craft. I'll definitely recommend this to friends
who want a 'behind the scenes' French experience.
According to Stéphanie Hajjar, founder of WonderfulTime.com, "True luxury, today,
is a combination of authentic experiences and being able to truly connect with
other people. We want to our visitors to meet inspiring people in unique and intimate
settings so that they will experience Paris and France in a different way. To achieve
this, we place the bar very high when it comes to our Talents. We choose people
who can share their passion with enthusiasm, who are recognized or award-winning
experts in their fields, and who speak both French and English and, in some cases,

even more languages."
About WonderfulTime
After 20 years of experience in marketing, business development, innovation and
mentoring startups, Stéphanie Hajjar launched WonderfulTime in 2013. Her team
includes two entrepreneurs, and she works with a French-American support team of
six.
WonderfulTime.com currently offers more than 30 high-quality, unique experiences
focusing on gastronomy, wine, fashion, the French art of living, the arts, and more.
WonderfulTime experiences take place in intimate or behind-the-scenes settings.
Guests include "curious" French people and foreign visitors who want to step off the
beaten tourist path in favor of authenticity and genuine human interaction.
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